
Research paper writing made easy 
- Step by step guide 

 
  

Conducting research and then writing about the various findings can be a really difficult task to undertake. 
However, it is one of the integral parts of academics. Research papers are one of the essential documents 
and must be crafted carefully. 

 

 

  

However, you might feel that you are stuck at the very beginning and do not know how to proceed. You can 
ask an essay writing service as they have specialists working. But if you want to get some idea on how to 

accomplish this task, then read on and get some tips. 

https://writemyessayfast.net/essay-writing-service


  

Guide to Writing Paper 

  

• It all begins by selecting the right topic. Of course, you shall be finding the one that is close to your 
field and area of interest. You have to select a topic such that it is not too wide or too narrow 
otherwise you will have difficulty finding relevant data.  

• You must do some research beforehand to see where the world stands with regards to your area. 
You must not reinvent the wheel. Rather try to add something to the existing literature.  

• Once you have decided on the topic, it is time to make an outline. An essay writer helps to develop 
a format that you shall be following for the entire document. It will contain the relevant sections 

that you need in the final draft. It could either be an extensive one or just a simple one that carries 
hints to what you are going to write. 

• Certain sections have to be in the paper and you must write these with care. These sections hold 
great worth and allow you to explore the topic and are the main part of the research paper. These 
include 

o An introduction is much needed. It helps readers gain an insight into what you are going to 
do and what you are planning to achieve.  

o Ending the introduction with a thesis is quite important. A thesis statement is the crux of 
the entire paper. You must try to examine what is the aim of the study through the 
statement. It must be carefully crafted. But you can always write a tentative one and leave 
the final draft till the end. 

o You will need to work on studying the literature available with regard to your topic. It 
serves multiple purposes. First, it allows you to see where you shall be working on. Second, 
it develops credibility that you have indeed done your homework with regards to the 
literature. This section is known as the literature review. 

o Next, you must have some research questions in mind. This can be done at the very start 

once you select the topics. These questions are crafted and then must be answered through 
the research that you have conducted. Of course, experts know such things. I asked a 
specialist to write my essay once. It was the best learning experience ever. 

o You must have a gameplan regarding how to achieve the end result. This is known as the 
methodology which is used to either prove or disprove hypotheses and answer the research 
questions. Depending upon the topic, it can be one of the many methods available to be 
chosen from. 

o Results are generated based on the application of research methods. This section will 
discuss what you found and how you did it.  

o Finally, you must end with a discussion and conclusion section where you discuss the 
effects of your research and how it managed to fit in with the rest of the available studies. 
Also, it might give some food for thought to others trying to pursue the same thing. 

  

It really is not that hard once you get to know more about these things. It is a matter of learning and then 
implementing to make the final draft. The more you practice, the better you will get at it. 
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https://writemyessayfast.net/write-my-essay

